SNAP your transport data into EU compliance

SNAP enables the conversion of transportation data into EU-mandated standards. Transport authorities, operators and infrastructure managers can render their legacy data interoperable and compliant with standards using a solution fit to their needs.

In its drive to foster interoperability across Europe, the EU is requiring transport authorities, operators and infrastructure managers to allow access to their data in specific data formats (i.e., NeTEx, SIRI). This with the ultimate goal of enabling the provision of multimodal transportation services across the European Union.

Currently, the requested data standards are rarely used, thus a data conversion operation is needed. The SNAP solution supports the data conversion, decreasing the time required to perform it and hiding its complexity. With SNAP transportation data will be compliant with the EU Regulation in a snap!
Competitive Advantages

• There are no proven, market-ready solutions that cover the entire conversion process enabled by SNAP
• SNAP provides an innovative solution to data conversion based on semantic technologies
• SNAP hides the complexity of the conversion process and of the target standards
• SNAP is less expensive (in terms of time and effort) than acquiring the knowledge or contracting the competence to implement a custom solution.

Target Markets

• Target customers: transport authorities, operators, infrastructure managers and suppliers of information systems for the transport industry
• Target market: Europe, with primary targets in Spain and Italy.

Status/Traction

• Pilots covering different metropolitan areas (Madrid, Milano and Genova), different stakeholders and different transport modes with landlines (trains and urban transport), airlines and maritime transport
• 3 potential customers directly involved in the SNAP Activity
• With partners Engineering, Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, University of Genova.

Road Map

2019
• Market analysis and definition of the value proposition
• Design and development of the SNAP solution
• Marketing and engagement of the targeted audience
• Launch of the SNAP solution to the main target markets in Europe.
2020
• Scale up to Europe
• Enrich SNAP’s value proposition by allowing the conversion to additional data standards.

Connect

Marco Comerio, Activity Leader
e: marco.comerio@cefriel.com
t: +39 0223954277
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SNAP is an Innovation Activity proudly supported by EIT Digital

EIT Digital supports entrepreneurial teams from research and business organisations in launching new startups and new products in agile 12-month projects called innovation activities. These activities are embedded in EIT Digital’s European ecosystem and receive a financial co-investment to package their technology, sign up customers and attract investors.